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Japanese War. Dairen is to-day a flourishing Japanese port.
Here our friends, Kinney and Matsuoka, saw to it that the
cables were relayed to the United States via the Pacific. Later
I tried a Chinese wireless for brief despatches across Siberia
to Moscow with relays there and at Berlin but was advised
that the English in them read like Chinese when they arrived
in New York.
The important job of the correspondent in far-off places
is to get despatches to his newspaper at home. Since there
is a difference of twenty-four hours in time between Man-
churia and New York it became on this occasion expedient
to hire a Japanese boy and have him carry despatches in
his shoe several hundred miles by rail to Dairen and thence
have them relayed on the cable. These despatches arrived
in New York on the same day of the week that they were
written but, of course, not actually. The idea of sending
them in the Japanese boy's shoe was twofold. They were
more liable to escape discovery or censorship by the Chinese
and it was the safest place to carry them. As a consistent
rule in writing and reporting abroad it is wise to pay the
greatest attention to the problem of transmission. There is
little use obtaining and writing news if you cannot get it to
your newspaper.
When our "war" party returned to Harbin from the
frontier, we found that our activities and those of the Russian
and Chinese armies had been widely heralded. Correspondents
had arrived from many points of the compass, from
Shanghai, Peking and from Japan. Harbin became a war
correspondents* headquarters while the Russian and the
Chinese armies dawdled. There was talk of sending a Chinese
mission to Moscow to talk a settlement of the Chinese Eastern
difficulties. This eventually was done but not before the
Chinese authorities had raided the Soviet consulate in Harbin

